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WEAK CONVERGENCE OF CONDITIONED SUMS
OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS

BY
THOMAS M. LIGGETT

Abstract. Conditions are given for the weak convergence of processes of the form
(X„(i) | X„(l) 6 £■") to tied-down stable processes, where X„(i) is constructed from
normalized partial sums of independent and identically distributed random vectors
which are in the domain of attraction of a multidimensional stable law. The con-
ditioning events are defined m terms of subsets E" of Rd which converge in an appro-
priate sense to a set of measure zero. Assumptions which the sets E" must satisfy
include that they can be expressed as disjoint unions of "asymptotically convex"
sets. The assumptions are seen to hold automatically in the special case in which E"
is taken to be a "natural" neighborhood of a smooth compact hypersurface in R".

1. Introduction and notation. Empirical distribution functions have been widely
studied in probability theory and statistics. Often, the fact that they may be
represented as conditioned sums of independent random variables has played an
important role in these investigations. This has led to an interest in the behavior of
these sums under various forms of conditioning. It is the purpose of this paper to
present conditions under which certain stochastic processes, obtained from the
partial sums {Sk, k^n} of independent identically distributed random vectors in
the domain of attraction of a stable law by conditioning on information concerning
Sn, converge to a limiting process.

The following, for example, is a consequence of the main theorems of this paper
if the basic random vectors are nonlattice and require no centering constants:
When properly normalized and conditioned on the event {bn-yn^ ||Sn|| ^bn + yn},
the partial sums (Sk, k^n) converge to a stable process which is tied down at
time one to the surface of the unit sphere in Rd. Here {bn} is the usual sequence of
normalizing constants and {yn} is any sequence of positive numbers which is
bounded away from zero and is o(bn). If, instead, we condition on the event
{||Sn|| ^y„}, the limiting process is tied down to the origin at time one.

The limiting process will be a multidimensional stable process X(i) which is
conditioned, in a certain sense, on the event that X(l) lies in a set E. In all cases of
interest, E will be a set of Lebesgue measure zero in Rd, so there is no unique
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natural way of defining the conditioned process. Roughly speaking, the non-
uniqueness in this definition is a consequence of the fact that given that X(l) is in
E, one could assign different weights to the event that X(l) lies in one part of E as
opposed to another part of E. It is for this reason that for a fixed stable process X,
the processes which occur as limits of the conditioned approximating processes are
parametrized not by the set E on which conditioning takes place in the limit, but
by measures ¡x on Rd. In a sense, fx(d\) is the relative importance one gives to the
possibility that X(l) is in dx when given that X(l) is in E, the support of ¡x.

If the approximating processes constructed from the partial sums are denoted
by Xn(t), the conditioning will usually be on the event {Xn(l) e En} for an appro-
priate choice of sets P" in Rd which decrease to E. Most of the assumptions to be
made in the main theorem (Theorem 4) concern these sets En. These conditions
are of a somewhat involved and seemingly technical nature. It is seen in §4, how-
ever, that they are satisfied in many cases, and that they can often be verified quite
easily. In fact, the choice of this particular form of the conditions on the sets En
was motivated by the situation considered in §4, where E is taken to be a smooth
hypersurface in Rd and En is taken to be a sequence of "natural" neighborhoods
of P.

In an earlier paper [8], the author investigated the question of weak convergence
of these conditioned processes for the case in which d=\, E is a singleton in P1,
and {En} is a decreasing sequence of intervals about P. The present emphasis is on
weak convergence to stable processes which are tied down at time one to more
general sets in Rd, such as lower dimensional hypersurfaces. Wichura [13] has
obtained some related results. His treatment, insofar as it relates to sums of
independent random vectors, deals with the case in which the random vectors are
in the domain of attraction of a Gaussian law, and are lattice distributed or have
a continuous density. Furthermore, the sets En and E are singletons, in which
case there is a unique natural way of defining the conditioned processes.

The main results concern a sequence {%n} of independent, identically distributed,
¿/-dimensional random vectors with common characteristic function g(s). The
distribution of the vectors Ç„ is assumed to be nondegenerate and normalized in
the sense of Stone [10]. That is, the distribution of %n does not have its support in
any (d— l)-dimensional hyperplane, and "there is an integer dx, 0^dx^d, and
there are real numbers a(1),..., a(di} such that (i) if (for some k) j(fcV0 and either
dx<k^d or \sw\<2tt, then |g(s)| < 1; and (ii) if (for some A;) \^k<du sw = 2tt,
and i<;) = 0 for j'/ k, then g(s) = exp (2nia'-k))." In other words, the coordinate system
of Rd is chosen so that \n has a lattice distribution of span one in the first dx
directions, and a nonlattice distribution in the remaining directions. Letting Sn
denote the partial sum %t H-1- Ç„, we define the support lattice of S„ by

Z>„ = {x e Rd | jc(fc)—nam is an integer for 1 ^ k ik dx}.

We assume that the distribution of \n is in the domain of attraction of a non-
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1970]       CONDITIONED SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS 197

degenerate stable law. Specifically, there are normalizing constants bn>0 and an
so that (Sn —an)/¿»„ converges in distribution to a random vector which will be
called X(l). The support lattice of (Sn — an)/on is D* = (Dn — an)/bn. It is known [7]
that the characteristic function of the nondegenerate a"-dimensional stable random
vector X(l) has the form

/(s) = exp {/b-S —CüJjÍS, a) — icco2(s, a)},

where

<"i(s,a) =  f|e.s|aa7/(8),

w2(s, a) = -tan y f sign (8-s)|e-s|a dH(Q)   if a # 1,

= ? f(e-s)iog|e-s|a'/Y(e) ifa = i,

b is a constant vector in Rd, c is a positive number, a is in (0, 2], and dH(Q) is a
probability measure on the surface of the unit sphere in Rd which does not con-
centrate on any lower dimensional subspace of Rd. Since o7/(8) does not concen-
trate on a lower dimensional subspace, |/(s)| s=exp{ — e||s||"} for some e>0. So,
/eLi(Pd), and it follows that X(l) has a density p(x) which is continuous and
tends to zero as ||x|| -> oo. Here || • || refers to the ordinary norm in Rd. Let

ß = {x e Rd | p(x) > 0}.

Weak convergence will be considered in the space Dd[0, 1], which is the topo-
logical product of a" copies of the space D[0, 1]. D[0, 1] is the space of real-valued
functions on [0, 1] which are right continuous and have no discontinuities of the
second kind. There is a metric in D[0, 1] which makes it into a complete separable
metric space whose relative topology on the subspace of continuous functions is
the same as the topology of uniform convergence. A description of this metric and
of various results concerning weak convergence in D[0, 1] may be found in
Chapter 3 of Billingsley [1].

The basic processes to be considered are defined as follows. For each n, let Xn
be the random element of Dd[0, 1] given by

Xn(0 = S[(n + 1)tl-([(«+l)i]/«)an    for0gi<1>

(1)
= %-^ for í = 1,

where [•] is the greatest integer function.

2. Preliminary results. As in the one-dimensional case, the main theorems for
the conditioned processes follow from two basic results. The first of these is the
weak convergence of the processes Xn, which is stated as Theorem 1 below, while
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the second is the local limit theorem for the partial sums Sn, which appears as
Theorem 2. We will need the function y)(?) which is defined by

*)(/) = b(t-tlla) if a + 1,

= ^flog* (&dH(Q)    if a = 1,

where the quantities b, c, and dH(%) are those appearing in the expression for the
characteristic function of X(l) in §1.

Theorem 1. X„ converges weakly to X in Z>á[0, 1], where X(t) is a temporally
homogeneous process with independent increments which has no fixed times of
discontinuity and whose one-dimensional distributions are the same as those of
r¡(t) + tllaX(l).

The proof of this theorem follows that of Theorem 6 of [5], which is exactly the
above result for the case a = 2. Hence it will not be reproduced here. The only
change in the argument is that Theorem 1 of [8] is used in place of Donsker's
theorem. For the details of the proof, see Lemma 3.6 of [9, p. 23].

To obtain the general results of §3, we will need versions of the local limit
theorem which deal with the probability that Xn(l) is in a small convex set and, in
fact, that it is in a small set which is nearly convex in a sense which will be made
precise later. Since the local limit theorem which is available (Theorem 1 of [10])
applies only to (d— ¿/^-dimensional cubes, it is necessary to prove the following
lemma, which shows that uniformly bounded convex sets can be approximated
uniformly by unions of cubes. Without the uniformity statement, the proof of the
lemma would be much simpler. However, this uniformity will be necessary in the
next section.

In order to obtain the required uniformity, we will introduce the standard metric
topology on the class of nonempty compact convex subsets of Rk. For this purpose,
if 8 > 0 and A is any subset of Rk, define the 8-neighborhood of A by

(2) N(A; 8) = fx e Rk I inf ||x-y|| < 81.
I I reA J

Then, if Cx and C2 are nonempty compact convex subsets of Rk, the distance
A(d, C2) between Cx and C2 is defined to be

inf {8 > 0 | Ci ¿ N(C2; 8)} + inf {S > 0 | C2 e N(CX; 8)}.

It is known that this is, in fact, a metric [4, p. 60]. Furthermore, by the Blaschke
Selection Theorem [4, Theorem 32], the class of uniformly bounded compact
convex subsets of Rk is compact in this metric topology. We may now proceed to
the lemma.

Lemma 1. For e>0 and integers nu ..., nk, define

I"(n) = I%nu ...,nk) = {xeRk\ (n¡-l)e < xw ú ntefor i = \,...,k}.
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1970]       CONDITIONED SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS 199

For a bounded convex subset C of Rk, let VE(C) be the union of all Ie(n) which have
the property that P(n) n 8C^ 0. Then, for each constant M, mk(Ve(C)) -> 0 as
e —>- 0 uniformly for all convex sets C such that the diameter of C is £j M. Here mk
denotes k-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Proof. Since the closure of a convex set is convex, we may without loss of
generality, consider only compact convex sets. Also, since the statement of the
lemma is invariant under translations in Rk, we may assume that all convex sets
to be considered are contained in a fixed sphere in Rk. By the Blaschke Selection
Theorem, it is now sufficient to prove that if Cm and C are nonempty compact
convex sets such that

A(Cm, C) -> 0   as m -> co,

and if em -> 0, then mk(V€m(Cm)) -> 0.
Now, if x e VSm(Cm) then x e 7£m(n) for some n such that Is«>(n) n dCm+ 0.

So, there is a y e dCm so that

||x-y|| Ï ejc*».

Using the definition of the metric A, we see that for this y, there is a z e dC so that

||y-z|| Ú A(Cm, C).

Hence, given -q > 0, if m is so large that emk112 + A(Cm, C) < y¡ we have VSm(Cm)
contained in N(dC; r¡). Since dC is compact and mk(dC) = 0, we see that

mk[N(dC;v)]^0

as r) —> 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The next step is to use this approximation lemma to extend Stone's local limit

theorem to convex sets. In order to state the following result, it is necessary to
define a sequence vn of measures on Rd which are essentially the Haar measures of
the support lattices D*. If A is a Borel measurable subset of Rd, A n D* can be
regarded as a union of countably many (d— ̂ ^dimensional Borel measurable
sets. So, we may define

v¿A) = md-dl04 n D*)lbdnK

Here it is understood that m0(A n £)*) is the number of points in the set A n D*.
The set y + bñ1C denotes, as usual, the set {y + oñ1* I x £ C}.

Theorem 2.

P(Xn(l)ey+b^C) = vn(y+b^C)p(y) + o(b^d)

where, for each finite M, bd.o(bñd) -* 0 uniformly for all y e Rd and for all convex
subsets C of Rd such that supX6C ||x|| ^ M.

Proof. For each «, D* is a countable union of disjoint (d— ̂ -dimensional
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hyperplanes, which we may denote by {Hk,k^\}. Let n: Rd -=► Rd~di be the
projection defined by

TT(xa\...,XW)   =   (X(dl + 1),  ...,XW)).

If we let Ql=ir[(bnHl) n (¿>„y + C)], Ql is a convex subset of Rd~di, and has a
smaller diameter than C does in Rd. In what follows, m = («i,,..., md_dl) will
range through the integer lattice of Rddi.

For each pair of positive integers k and «, let

(3) DÏ-     2     P(Xn(\)eH^,7r(bnXn(l))eI%m)),
;£(m) = oj

and

(4) n= 2        P(Xn(l)eZZi,7r(ènXn(l))eZ£(m)).
Je(m)niQjji0

We will show that Tk is negligible compared with b~d, but that />£{/£ is approxi-
mately equal to p(y)md_dl(Qk). Let z£(m) be the unique point in Hk with the
property that 7r(z£(m)) is the midpoint of the cube bñlI%m). An application of
Theorem 1 of [10] then shows that, as « -> co,

P(Xn(l) g HI, 7r(bnXn(l)) e /«<■)) = b^ded-dip(zl(m)) + o(bkd)

uniformly for all k, all m, and all positive e which are bounded above.
If m is such that 7s(m) n Q\+ <Z, there is a w e bnH¡¡ which satisfies ww e Ie(m)

n g£. Then weèny + C, so ||6„y —w|| ̂ M. Furthermore,

||w-MKm)|| = \\™-TT(bnzí(m))\\ í e(d-d1f'2/2.

So, ||y-z£(m)¡| -¿(M + e(d-i/i)1/2)/cv Using this inequality, the uniform continuity
of p(), and the fact that the number of terms in each of the sums (3) and (4) is
bounded by [2M+2e]d-die*i-", we have

and

VI = P(y)bñdmd-dlf   U     P(m)\ + [2M+2e\d-^e^-do(b-%

Tl = p(y)b-dmd.dJ      (J       I%m)\+[2M+2e]d-d>edi-do(bn-d),

where bdo(bñd) -> 0 uniformly for all k and all bounded e.
Now, let Kn be the set of integers k such that Qk # 0. The number of elements

in ATn is bounded in « and in C as long as supxeC ||x|| S M. By Lemma 1,

lim lim sup sup bdTk = 0.
e-»0      n-»oo te

Furthermore, since we can write

biUl Ú p(y)ma-dl(Ql) + [2M+2e]d-diedi-do(\)
^ bd(U£ + Tkl) + 2[2M+2e]d-diedi-do(l),
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it follows that

(5) lim lim sup sup \p(y)md_dl{Ql)-bdU"k\ = 0.
£-»0        n-* œ ¡c

To conclude the proof of the theorem, note that the first two lines below are true
by definition, and that they, together with (5), imply the third:

b< 2  Uk á biPiXMey + b^C) ^ bd 2 Wî + TÏ),

¿Wy + *. XC) = ¿*--i 2 md.dl[(y + b^C)nm] =  2 «---.(ßS).
keKji keKn

lim Ä^|P(Xn(l)ey + 0- 1C)-vn(y + ¿-1CWy)| = 0.
n-» co

3. General conditioned convergence theorems. The two principal theorems in
this section give conditions on a sequence of Borel measurable sets En<=Rd which
guarantee that the processes (X„ | Xn(l) e E") converge weakly to a limiting process.
The first of these considers the case in which the sets En converge to a point of Rd
in a sense to be defined, while the second uses this result to obtain a similar con-
clusion for sets En which converge to a more general set in Rd.

It will always be the case in what follows that the event {X„(l) e En} has positive
probability, at least for sufficiently large «. So, the conditioned processes

(X, | Xn(l) 6 P»)

are defined simply as measures on Dd[0, 1] which take the value

P(Xn e A | Xn(l) e E»)

at each measurable subset A of D"[0, 1]. With this definition, we are in a position
to state the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let y e Rd be such that p(y)>0, and let {En} be a sequence of Borel
measurable subsets of Rd which satisfy the following conditions:

(6) lim sup || z —y I =0,
n-»oo ze£n

(7) sup [bn diameter (P")] < co,
n

and

(8) inf[6WPn)]>0.
n

Suppose there are two sequences of Borel measurable convex sets {Cn} and {Fn}
which satisfy Cn^EncFn and

(9) lim b&JÍFn\Cn) = 0.
n-*co
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Then the sequence of processes (X„ | Xn(l) e En) converges weakly in Dd[0, I] to a
process Yy with finite-dimensional distributions given by

P(Yy(t1)eA1,...,Yy(tk)eAk)

Pi-tk(y-Zk)

1 Ai J Ate

for0<t1<- ■ ■ <tk<\; Yy(0)=0 and Yy(l)= y. Herept is the density of X(t):

1 " ' f ^'ily)^ P{Xih) e dZu ' " ' 'X{Q e dZk)

,   . 1 /X-T)(0\
Pi*)  =JdJZP[     t!la     j'

Remarks. It should be noted that if ¿^ = 0 and if En is convex, the above con-
ditions simplify considerably. In this case vn is ¿/-dimensional Lebesgue measure for
each « and condition (9) is automatically satisfied. The proof of Theorem 3 is a
straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 4 of [8], so we will only outline
the main ideas of the proof here. The details may be found in [9, p. 25].

Outline of proof, (a) Theorem 2 is used to show that for t e (0, 1),

P(Xn(?)ex + P")      pt(x + y)
P(Xn(\) e P») P(y)

uniformly for all x such that —x is in the support of P(Xn(l) —Xn(f) e dx).
(b) Part (a) is used to show that the finite-dimensional distributions of the

processes (Xn | Xn(l) e En) converge to those of Yy.
(c) Part (a) is used again to show that for t< 1 there are constants M(t) and n(t)

so that
P(X<? e A | Xn(l) e En) á M(t)P(X™ e A)

for each /= 1,..., d, for each n^n(t), and for each Borel set A in D[0, 1] which
depends only on times in [0, /].

(d) Part (c) is used to show that the processes ( Y£° | X„(l) e Pn) are tight in
D[0, t] for each t< 1 and each i.

(e) A time reversal argument is used to show that the sequence (X^ \ X„(l) e pn)
is tight in Z)[0, 1] for each i.

(f) Finally, Lemma 1 of [5] is used to show that the processes (Xn | Xn(l) e Pn)
are tight in Dd[0, 1].

Before proceeding to the main theorem of this section, it is necessary, for
technical reasons, to prove a lemma concerning the behavior of P(Yy 6 P) as a
function of y for a fixed set P. Note that this function is well defined only for
y 6 Q, the support of/?(•). The method of proof is of interest because it is an
application of Theorem 3.

Lemma 2. For each closed subset F of Dd[0, 1], P(Yye F) is an uppersemi-
continuous function of y in Q. For every Borel subset F of Dd[0, 1], P(Yy e F) is a
Borel measurable function of y in Q.
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Proof. Let F be a closed subset of Dd[0, 1], and let yn -*■ y0, where yn and y0
are in Q. It will suffice to show that the measures Yyn on Dd[0, 1] converge weakly
to the measure Yyo, since then it will follow from Theorem 2.1 of [1] that

P(YyoeP) Slim sup P(YyneP).
n-» co

Let ß be any number greater than (a*i)1/2. Since the span of the lattice part of the
distribution of Ç( is equal to one, we have for any y e Rd,

md^dl{xeRd\ ||x-y|| ^ ß,xe Dn) ^ md.dl{xe &-'* | ||x||2 Ú ß2-d1) > 0.

For each pair of integers « and m, let

EZ = {xeRd\ flx-yH| á ß/bm}.

Then bm diameter (Pn,)^2j8, and

bdmvm(EZ) = md-dl(bmEZ n bmDt) ^ md.dl{x e Rd~di | ||x||2 í ß2-d1}.

Furthermore, P™ is convex for each « and m. So, by Theorem 3, (Xm | Xm(l) e E™)
converges weakly to Yyn for each n, and (Xmic | Xm/t(l) e E%*) converges weakly to
Yyo for each pair of sequences of integers {mk} and {«J which tend to infinity.
Now, let Pbe a bounded, continuous function on Dd[0, 1], and define

a»,« =  f t      T(h)P(Xm e dh | Xm(l) e Pnm).
Jo  [0,1]

By Theorem 2.1 of [1]

liman-m= fd      T(h)P(Yy„edh)
m-»co Jd"[0,1]

and

limank,mk=  f T(h)P(Yyoedh)
Jc-oo JZ3a[0,l]

whenever nk —> co and mk -> co. So,

lim f lim anJ =  Í P(«)P(Yyo e dh).
n->co Lm-»co J Jd [0,1]

Since this is true for every such function T, we may conclude that Yyn converges
weakly to Yyo.

This second part of the lemma follows from the first by applying the Monotone
Class Theorem [2, p. 5].

The next theorem gives general conditions under which one has convergence of
the processes (Xn | Xn(l) e En). Most of these conditions relate to the type of sets
Pn which may be used. In spite of their somewhat involved appearance, it is
usually relatively easy to verify them, as will be seen in §4. One condition is a
probabilistic one, and again it is automatically satisfied in many cases.
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Theorem 4. Let {Nn ;n=\,2,...} be a sequence of integers such that 0<Nn^oo,
and let {El1}, {Ck} and {Fk} be three families of Borel subsets of Rd, where k runs
through the integers {1,2,..., Nn} for each «=1,2,.... Define En = {Jk Ek, and
assume that these sets satisfy the following conditions:

(i) Ck and P£ are convex; Ck<^E^F^; {P£} are disjoint for each n.
(ii) bdvn{Fk\Ck) —> 0 as n -»■ oo uniformly in k.

(iii) supfc,n [bn diameter (P£)] < co and inffc,n bfr^Ei) > 0.
(iv) If we define ¡xn(dx) = vn{dx n En), then there are constants ßn and a measure

Li(dx) on Rd satisfying 0 < fB«i p(x)(x(dx) < co so that ßnfxn(dx) converges to fx(dx) in
the sense that

ßn jh(x)fin(dx) -» jh(x)fx(dx)

for every continuous function h(x) which has its support in a compact subset of Q.
(v) For each e > 0, there is a compact subset K of Q so that

lim inf P(Xn(l) 6 K | Xn(l) e En) ^ 1 -e.
n-» co

Then, (X„ | X„(l) e En) converges weakly to Y„ in Dd[0, 1] ,where YH is a random
element satisfying

for each Borel subset A of Dd[0, 1].

Remark. It will be shown later (see Lemma 3) that condition (v) above could
be replaced by the condition ßnfxn(Rd) = 0(\).

Proof. Lemma 2 guarantees that P(Yy e A) is a measurable function of y for
each Borel set A in Dd[0, 1], so the integral in (10) makes sense. Furthermore, the
right-hand side of (10) is a probability measure on Dd[0, 1], and may therefore be
taken as the definition of P(YueA). So, by Theorem 2.1 of [1], it will suffice to
show that for every closed subset F of £"[0, 1],

(11) P(YU e F) ^ lim sup P(Xn e F | Xn(l) e En).
n-* co

Let P be a closed set in Pd[0, 1], and let K be a fixed compact subset of Q such
that li(8K) = 0. Define «(y) = P(Yy e F) on Q. Then, «(y) is bounded by one on Q,
and is upper semicontinuous on Q by Lemma 2. So, there is a sequence hm(y) of
continuous functions on Q such that «m(y)^ 1 and «m(y) j «(y) on Q [11, Lemma
6-9 IV].

Fix an m ̂  1. We will show that

(12) lim sup     sup     \P(Xn eF\Xn(\)eED- inf «m(y)] ^ 0.
"■-"*•       ElnK*a   L yeEZ J
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Suppose that (12) is in fact positive. Then there is an o 0 such that for each integer
N, there is an « ^ N, an integer k, and a y e P£ so that

P(XneP|Xn(l)eP£)-«m(y)ä£

and El n K^ 0. By condition (iii), all these y's lie in a compact subset of Q for
sufficiently large N. So, there are sequences {y,} in Q, {k,} and {«,} so that y, e Ekj,
») t °°> y i -> Yo e ô, and

P(Xny e P | Xn>(l) e Ety-hjjj) Z e.

Noting that if the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold for a subsequence {n,} then so
does the conclusion, we may apply that theorem to conclude that (Xnj \ Xnj(l) e Ekj)
converges weakly to Yyo. So, since P is closed,

«(y0) ^ lim sup P(Xn, 6 F | Xn/1) e E%).

Hence,

hm(y0) à «(y0) ^ £ + limsup«m(y;),

which contradicts the continuity of «m. So, we conclude that (12) holds.
Now, let K be a compact subset of the interior of K. Applying (12) and using

the fact that P" is the disjoint union of the PJJ's, we obtain

lim sup P(Xn e F | Xn(l) e En)

(13) ÍZ   [inf «m(y)lP(Xn(l)eP£) '

2     P(Xn(l)eP£)       T   P(Xn(l)eP»)
Ek r\ K ï 0

Let yJJ be a point in the closure of Ek so that p(yk) = infye£» p(y). For each k and «,
there is a sphere Gk in Pd of diameter at most twice the diameter of Ek such that
Ek^Gk. So, by replacing P£ by Fk n (?£ if necessary, we see that we may assume
that

sup [bn diameter (Fk)] < oo.
te,n

Then, by Theorem 2,

P(Xn(l) e pg) = vn(Pfc")/,(y2) + o(è-'i)

and

P(Xn(l) s Cl) = vB(Cî)/>(yJS)-r-oí¿B-tf)

where, in each case, bio(b~d) -*■ 0 uniformly in A:. By condition (ii),

(14) bdnP(Xn(\) e ES) = &WP2)p(yS) + o(l)

where o(l) -^- 0 as « —>■ co uniformly in A:. Since ¿„»»„(PjJ^y") is bounded away
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from zero for k such that Ek n K^ 0 and for sufficiently large «, we may rewrite
(14) as

P(Xn(l) e El) = (1 +o(l))Vn(El) inf ^(y)
yes*

where o(\) -> 0 uniformly for k such that Ek n Kj^ 0. Similarly, we have

(15) P(Xn(l) e El) = (1 + o'\))vn{El) sup p(y)

with the same uniformity statement.
We will now apply these estimates to the first term on the right side of (13) to

obtain

limsup|Sn  2   [inf «m(y)lP(Xn(l)ePi)âlimsup/3n   2   [inf «m(yMy)K(P£)
E^K   L>^ J »-«° En^K   [ysEi J

^ lim sup ßn  2 hjy)p(y)fin(dy)
El^K  jE*

Í  f hm(y)p(yUdy)
Jk

since ßnfxn(dy) converges weakly to fx(dy) on compact subsets of Q, hm(y) is con-
tinuous, and ¡x(8K) = 0. In the same way, we obtain

iminf)Sn     2     P(Xn(l)eEZ)>  ¡ piyMdy).lim
Ekr\K*0

Applying the dominated convergence theorem, we now have

to s„p m, . f i x,<„. £-, s f^w"<;y>+to sup w>;fff:
n-« jKp(y)n(dy)       »-»    P(x„(i)6£n)

This is true for any pair of compact subsets K and K of Q such that .f? is contained
in the interior of K. So, (11) follows from condition (v) of the theorem, and the
fact that 0 < |0 p(y)fx(dy) < co.

Remark. A straightforward verification shows that the random elements Y„ are
Markov processes. However, they do not have stationary transition probabilities.

One might expect that in obtaining the weak convergence of the conditioned
processes (Xn | Xn(l) e En), it would not be necessary to impose any probabilistic
conditions other than those needed to guarantee the weak convergence of Xn to X.
However, we have included an additional such condition in this theorem—con-
dition (v). This condition is not very restrictive, since it is easy to check that it
follows from the conclusion of the theorem. Unfortunately, though, the theorem
is not true without condition (v) as may be seen by referring to Example 5.1 of [9].

A useful sufficient condition for condition (v) is given in the following lemma.
An application of it will occur in the next section.
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Lemma 3. Suppose all conditions except (v) of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Then, if
{ßntin(Bd)} is bounded in n, condition (v) holds also.

Proof. For e>0, define Ke = {xe Rd \ p(x)^e}, and let K be any compact subset
of Q with the property that ^(interior of A")>0. There exists such a K since
j p(x)ix(dx) > 0. Since condition (v) was not used to derive equation (14) we have,
for a fixed e > 0,

P(Xn(l) 6 ££) S 2evn(Eî)

for k so that PjnA'£c#0 and for sufficiently large «. On the other hand, it
follows from the same equation that

P(Xn(\)eEÏ)^\infp(y)vn(EÏ)
yeif

for k so that P£ n K^ 0 and for sufficiently large «.
So, for large «, we have

P(Xn(l)e^|Xn(l)eP")^
I      P(Xn(\) e El)

~1      P(X„(1) e ES)
EknK* 0

4£„n(P") i 4e ßntxn(Rd)
- [infy.KKy)K(Pn ftl)- infyejr/>(y) /W*)

From condition (iv), it follows that lim inf /Sn/i¿n(/0^/¿(interior of K). So, e can be
chosen so that Ke satisfies condition (v).

4. The convergence theorem in the "smooth" case. The purpose of this section
is to show that Theorem 4 has a wide range of applicability. In particular, we will
show that all the conditions of this theorem are automatically satisfied in case the
sets P" are the "natural" neighborhoods of a smooth compact hypersurface in Rd
which has no boundary points, at least when the distribution of Çf has no lattice
component. When Jj¡ has a lattice component, the statement of an analogous result
would become more involved, and it would probably be easier to investigate the
role of the support lattice for each individual example than to try to state a general
result. Hence, in this section, we will restrict ourselves to the case dx=0.

The hypersurface to be used in the conditioning will be defined in terms of a
mapping Z(x) from Rd to Rr (1 Sr<d). Writing L(x)-=(Lx(x),.. .,Lr(x)), we will
require that each function Zf(x) have continuous mixed partial derivatives of order
two in all of its variables x(1),..., x(d\ For each x 6 Rd, define

where we have used the standard notation for the Jacobians. We then have the
following theorem.
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Theorem 5. Suppose that the following conditions hold in addition to those stated
above :

(i) 5(x)>0/or each x where L(x) = 0.
(ii) L(x) = 0for some x in Q.

(iii) liming. ||P(x)||>0.
Then the assumptions {and hence the conclusion) of Theorem 4 are satisfied when En
and ¡x are taken to be

En = {xeRd\ |L,(x)| á b-'for i=\,...,r},

Li(dx) = md-r{dx n E)/S(x),

where E is the set {x | Z,(x) = 0}.

Remark. Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, it may be in order to
comment briefly on the conditions listed above. Condition (i) guarantees that E is
genuinely (d— r)-dimensional at every point. Condition (iii) forces all the sets Pn
to lie within a compact part of Rd, thus making ¡x a finite measure and leading to
the application of Lemma 3. Condition (ii) will make the denominator of expression
(10) positive. Finally, the smoothness assumption on L makes it possible to write
En as a disjoint union of asymptotically convex sets as required in the first two
conditions of Theorem 4.

Proof. Let infye£ ||x —y|| be denoted by p(x, E), and define, as in (2), an e-
neighborhood of E by

N(e) = {x e Rd | p(x, E) < e}

for each positive e. The first part of the proof will show that there is an «0 and a
constant R so that, for «^«0,

(16) N(R-^b-1) c E» c N(Rb-1).

The left inclusion is easy to obtain. Choose constants r¡ > 0 and M, and a compact
convex subset K of Rd which contains N{r¡), so that all first and second order partial
derivatives of each Lt are bounded by M in K. That this is possible is a consequence
of the regularity assumptions made on L and condition (iii) above. By the mean
value theorem, if x e E and y satisfies ||x —y|| ^r¡, then

|JL,(y)| Ú dM\\x-y\\    for \ ú i Ú r.

So, for « so large that {dMb^-1^, we have N{{dMbn)~1)^En.
To show that the right inclusion in (16) holds also, it will suffice to show that

the function p(x, P)/||L(x)|| is uniformly bounded in K\E. Let x0 be any point in
K\E, and let y0 be any point in E such that ||x0-y0|| =p{x0, E). Such a point exists
since Pis compact. Since S(yo)>0, there is a set of indices, which we will take to
be {1,..., r) for simplicity of notation, so that the mapping

(z«>,..., 2«") -»■ (Aiz),..., Lr(z), z<r + », • • •, zW))
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maps a neighborhood Jf of y0 one-to-one and onto a neighborhood JP of
(0,..., 0, ji[ + 1),.. .,y(od)). As z ranges through JÍ C\ E, the function ||z — x0||2
achieves its minimum at z = y0. So, for i>r,

0 = (x^ -/01))¿/z(1V¿/z(i) + • • • + (4r> -/0r))dzm/dzu) + (x<¿> -yof))   at z = y0.

Now, let 3? and i? be the matrices

2 = '&LJM%.i.;, = i.r   and   J? = (ÍA/W.1.v-a.*,

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at y0. Then, as a consequence of the
fact that the inverse of the Jacobian matrix of a transformation is the Jacobian
matrix of the inverse of that transformation, we have

(dzm/8zifí\ tdhx\dz™\

i        ) = -<£-A j    for i > r.
dzMidzm) \azr/az(iv

So, x0-y0 = (41)-jó1), • • -, xW-y%))£e-13'. Let a be the r-vector

and let A1;..., Ar and x1;..., xr be the complete set of eigenvalues of ¿'&* and
the   corresponding   orthonormalized   eigenvectors.   (The   asterisk   denotes   the
transpose matrix.) Then

r

\\a22*\\2 = 2 A2(ct,x()2,
i = i

while

\\«J?\\2 = 2 A,(a, x,)2.
i = l

So, since A¡ ä 0 for each i,

\a.££*\2 ^ /min   AAllalli2.
\lSiSr       /

By the Cauchy-Binet formula [6, p. 1], S2(y0) = det (S£3?*), which is equal to the
product of the eigenvalues A(, /= 1,..., r. For each i,

A, = ||x(.^||2 ^ d2M2,

so minlgiSr A¿ is bounded below by a constant multiple of 52(y0). Since S() is
bounded away from zero on P,

||a^||2 = ||x0-y0||2   and    \\aJ?<?*\\2 = J, (VZ,, (x0 - y0))2,

where VZ¡ is the gradient of Z(, we see that there is a S>0 which is independent of
x0 e K\E so that

2 (VZ^Xo-yo))2 ^ S||x0-y0||2 = 8P2(x0, P).
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By Taylor's Theorem,

||P(x0)||2 = 2 (VP^ixo-yo^ + odlxo-yoll2),
1 = 1

where ]jx0 — y01| ~2o(||x0 — y0 ¡2) —^ 0 as ||x0-y0|| ->-0 uniformly for x0eK\E. So,
the right inclusion in (16) can also be achieved for appropriate choices of n0 and P.

Fix an P and an n so that (16) holds, and let £f(x, ¿) denote the ¿-dimensional
open sphere with center at x and radius e. Since P is compact, it may be covered
with finitely many spheres with center in E and of radius bñl. If we increase the
radii of these spheres to (l+P-1)^1 and eliminate "unnecessary" spheres, we
can assume that, if {x;} is the set of centers of the remaining spheres, |x¡ —xj
^(Rbn)'1 for i=£j. Then,

(17) £■ c N(Rb-^) e y <r\x„R+\+nR~y

The next step is to partition the union on the right side of (17) into disjoint convex
sets. This is accomplished by setting

P+I+P-17,n = \zeRd | ||z-x,| = min ||z-

||z — Xfc|| > min ||z — Xy|| for A: ̂  i—\ >•

Then, by (17) Pn<=[Ji /J»; {/,"} are disjoint for each «; and each 7,n is convex, since
it is the intersection of a sphere and finitely many half spaces. Also, the diameter of
It is less than or equal to 2(P + 1 -r-P-1)*'1 and md{I? n En)^B{Rbn)~d, where P
is a constant depending only on d, since /" n En contains a sphere of radius
(2Rbn)-\ Now, let B1=d2M(R+l+R~1)2 and define

P,n = /," n£n,

Cf» = It n {z e Rd | \{VLlxù, (z-Xi))| Ú b^-Bxb~2 forj = 1,..., r},
Ft = It n{zeRd\ |(VX/Xi), (z-Xi))| ¿ b-' + B.b'2 forj = 1,..., r).

Note that Q1 and Ft are convex sets. Furthermore, Cf^Ef^Ft since

|LXz)-(VLy(xi),(z-xi))| ^ PA"2

for each z g /," by Taylor's Theorem. This completes the verification of conditions
(i) and (iii) of Theorem 4.

Turning to condition (ii), note that for each i,

Ft\c?<=0 {ze^x,/4-1^*"1) | | KVX/XiMz-xO)!-*-1! ^ PA"

Each set in this union consists of two parts, each of which lies between two (d— 1)-
dimensional hyperplanes which are at a distance 2Bxb~21| VL/x,)|] "l from each
other. So,
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(18) m,Wl,)s|^^Bap^/',

where P2 is the volume of the unit (¿/— l)-dimensional sphere. Now, 22*(x¡) is
an rxr positive definite matrix whose diagonal elements are ¡VL/xj)!2. So,

S2(xt) = det(^^*(Xi)) ̂  f] l^yWI!2

(see [6, p. 9]). Also, |¡VZ/xi)||2^¿/Af2, and hence

% t*#H-> **%$?■
This, together with (18), yields

mmXC?) ú B3[S(xi)bi+i]-1
where P3 is a constant which is independent of i and of« for «^«0. So, condition
(ii) of Theorem 4 holds.

Since P is compact, and since S( ■ ) > 0 on P, there is a finite set of points {y¡} in P
and a corresponding set of positive numbers {e¡} so that Pc {Jt 2(y¡, e¡), and so
that for each i, there is a set of indices {/,.. .,jd-r} with the property that the
mapping

(*">,..., *«») ->. (Z^x),..., Lr(x), x«i>,..., *«<■->)

maps 5"(yi, 2e,) onto a neighborhood of (0,..., 0, yfi\ ..., j^-*') in a one-to-one
fashion. Fix an /, and let g(x) be a continuous function on Rd which is supported by
£f(yu 2e¡). To simplify the notation, we will assume that/\ =/■ +1,.. .,jd-r = dfor
this choice of«. Letting zW)=Z/x) for/'=l,..., rand transforming the variables of
integration, we obtain

\d(xa\ ...,xw)\(|")r £n g(x)md(dx) -> J"^ A»**- • • J"^ ¿/x<^(x)3(zu), ...,z(r))

where xW) is evaluated at (0,..., 0, x(r + 1\ ..., x(d>) for j=\,..., r.  Now,  in
2(yt, 2e¡), we have the following expression for the surface area of P:

Using this, together with the expression for subdeterminants of the inverse of a
matrix in terms of the subdeterminants of the matrix (see [6, p. 5]), we obtain

8(xa\ . ..,*«)
d(za\...,zm)

¿/x(r + 1)---¿/jc(í!).(19) «jd_r(¿/xnP) = S(x)

So, as « -¥ oo,

(20) ^l^)md(dx)^l^md_r(dx)
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By (16) Pn<=(J, £^{xu e¡) for large enough «, so it now follows that (20) holds for
any bounded continuous function g() on Rd. From (19) and condition (ii) of this
theorem, we see that 0 < md _ r(E n Q)^md_ r(E) < co. So, condition (iv) of Theorem
4 is verified.

To verify condition (v) of Theorem 4, note that applying (20) to the function
g= 1 yields the fact that (bn/2)rmd(En) is bounded in «, since S(x) is bounded away
from zero on P. We may now apply Lemma 3. This completes the verification of all
the conditions of Theorem 4.

This section has concentrated on the case in which E is very smooth. To show
that Theorem 4 can be applied in many other types of cases, we will present the
following example, in which E is the ordinary Cantor set.

Example. Assume o'1 = 0, and define En by

En = {x 6 Rd | x(1) e [0, 1], x(1> has a ternary expansion whose first

m(n) terms are 0 or 2, and \xw\ S bñ1 for i = 2,.. .,d},

where m(n) is the integer part of log3 bn. Suppose En Q^ 0, where

E = H En = {x e Rd | x(1) is in the Cantor set and x(i) = 0 for / = 2,..., d}.
n

Then it is easy to see that all the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied where p.(dx)
is the (log3 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on P. To check this, it suffices to let
Cl = El = Fl, for k=l,..., 2m(n), be the 2m(n) components of P", and use the fact
that 1 á¿>„3"m(n)á3. Condition (v) will again follow from Lemma 3.
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